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Influence of initial stress distribution on liquefaction-induced settlement of
shallow foundations

D. BERTALOT� and A. J. BRENNAN†

During earthquakes, saturated sandy soils may generate significant excess pore pressures and approach
a state of liquefaction. Structures founded on shallow foundations above such soils may consequently
undergo large settlements. Recent case history analysis has shown that the stress imposed by the
foundation is a key factor in the estimation of such settlements. However, the case history data
showed that although increasing bearing pressure caused an increase in settlements as expected, this
was only true up to a point, and that very heavy structures appeared to settle less than some lighter
structures. This work aims to investigate these counter-intuitive results by means of controlled
experimental testing using a geotechnical centrifuge. Results of the centrifuge tests show that the trend
derived from case histories is correct and that liquefaction-induced settlements peak for a given
bearing stress (90 kPa for the models tested) and reduce for greater applied stresses. Further, by
analysis of excess pore pressure distributions beneath the foundations it is shown that the main factor
inhibiting pore pressure generation beneath the footings is not so much the confining pressure as the
in-situ static shear stress around the edge of the foundation. This is supported by element test data
from the literature. When this initial static shear stress is so high that the applied cyclic shear stress
cannot exceed it (i.e. the direction of shear stress does not reverse) then pore pressure generation is
greatly reduced, thus causing the observed reduction in expected settlements.

KEYWORDS: centrifuge modelling; footings/foundations; liquefaction

INTRODUCTION
During earthquakes, an increase in pore pressure may
occur in saturated sandy/silty soils as a result of the soil
structure collapse and consequent transfer of load to the
pore fluid. This phenomenon results in a reduction of the
effective stresses acting on the soil and a consequent
degradation of the soil’s shear stiffness and strength,
facilitating settlement of structures having shallow founda-
tions. If the generated excess pore pressure is high enough
to induce full liquefaction underneath the footing (i.e.
equals the effective overburden stress), very large deforma-
tions may take place, with one resultant phenomenon
being the excessive settlement of structures with shallow
foundations. A number of examples of this exist through
the literature.

Data from this earthquake helped to identify an omis-
sion from the existing methods of assessing such settle-
ments. Current practice is based primarily on the variables
of footing width B and the depth of liquefiable soil DL

(Liu & Dobry, 1997). Analysis of both new and previously
published case histories by Bertalot et al. (2013) led to
the identification of footing bearing pressure q as a signifi-
cant additional variable. Further, it was also identified
from this analysis that, although observed settlements in-
creased with q, this was only true for lower imposed
stresses and that structures imposing stresses of the order
of 100 kPa and above on the soil appeared to undergo
comparatively reduced settlements. However, case history
data contain significant variability in local site factors,

motions and interpretation, meaning that further under-
standing would be better derived from controlled model
testing.

Most of the current understanding of the mechanics
governing soil liquefaction has been derived by laboratory
element testing (mainly cyclic triaxial and cyclic simple
shear tests), leading to the recognition of three main initial
state variables controlling the cyclic resistance of liquefiable
soils: relative density, confining pressure and static shear
stress. The effect of static shear stress in particular has been
the object of debate over the last 40 years, and as the stress
fields beneath shallow foundations contain such static shear
stresses, an understanding of this is required to capture the
behaviour of such systems. Initially, cyclic triaxial tests on
isotropic consolidated samples or cyclic simple shear tests
on one-dimensionally consolidated samples were commonly
used to assess the behaviour of saturated sands. However,
despite satisfactorily reproducing the behaviour of level
saturated soil deposits (where static shear stress is zero),
these techniques could not capture the soil behaviour in
sloping ground or underneath a footing, where significant
static shear stresses are induced (Vaid & Finn, 1979). Since
then, many authors have recognised that static shear stresses
may, under given conditions, increase the soil’s resistance to
liquefaction by limiting the generation of excess pore pres-
sure during cyclic loading (Lee & Seed, 1967; Vaid & Finn,
1979; Boulanger & Seed, 1995; Vaid et al., 2001; Kam-
merer, 2002).

The aim of the current study is therefore to present an
explanation of the apparently counter-intuitive relationship
between settlement and footing bearing stress by means of a
series of dynamic centrifuge tests. This will be achieved by
first validating measured settlements against the case study
data, then looking more closely at developed excess pore
pressures, and consequently determining whether existing
knowledge about static shear stresses can explain the ob-
served pore pressures and settlement trends.
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CENTRIFUGE MODELLING
To achieve this aim, three centrifuge tests have been

performed on the University of Dundee geotechnical centri-
fuge. Centrifuge modelling enables small-scale models to be
tested at stress levels equivalent to a larger prototype. In this
case, a length scale factor of 50 has been adopted, and a
corresponding centrifugal acceleration of 50g applied. All
data are here reported in prototype scales; a full discussion
of scaling may be found in, for example, Muir Wood (2004)
or Schofield (1980). This is a 3 m diameter Actidyn C-67-2
centrifuge, equipped with the Actidyn QS-67-2 one-
dimensional servo-hydraulic shaker capable of applying user-
defined motions up to 0.4g within the range of 0.6–8 Hz
prototype scale at the 50g acceleration considered (Brennan
et al., 2014).

Each centrifuge model tested consists of four rigid square
footings (B ¼ 2.75 m at prototype scale) resting on level
loose liquefiable sand (DR ¼ 40%) deposits of different
thickness. Despite having the same dimensions, each model
footing exerts a different bearing pressure, namely 30, 60,
90 and 130 kPa (Figure 1). To minimise the component of
the settlement due to moment-induced soil–structure inter-

action and resultant ratcheting of the rigid footing into the
soil, footings have identical low heights and bearing pres-
sures achieved by controlling material density (aluminium,
steel and lead). All of the footing models tested are placed
on the ground surface, with an embedment of 0.5 m.

All three models consist of 15 m deep deposits of clean
sand with a top loose liquefiable layer (DR ¼ 40%) and a
bottom dense layer (DR ¼ 80 %). The thickness of the
liquefiable layer varies in each model as the analysed tests
are part of a broader testing campaign whose goal is, among
others, the investigation of the role of DL on footing settle-
ment. The presence of the bottom dense sand layers is
necessary to achieve the same overall depth of the soil
deposit in the three centrifuge models. The effect of these
layers was seen to have limited effects both on the overall
vertical strain of the soil deposit and on the vertical propa-
gation of the base motion. In test BD8 the top liquefiable
sand layer has a depth of 8.25 m in prototype scale, whereas
in test BD5 the liquefiable layer depth is reduced to 4 m
measured from the foundation plan. In test BD7 the contain-
er was divided into different sectors by means of thin
aluminium walls to achieve different stratification profiles
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Fig. 1. Layout of centrifuge tests and instrument positions
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within the same model. Thin aluminium walls (i.e. 0.3 mm
thick) were used for this purpose in order to create a low
lateral stiffness impermeable boundary between the different
compartments, able to stop pore fluid migration without
imposing constraints to the soil model. Because of the
limited bending stiffness of the walls, lateral deformations at
these boundaries are assumed to be controlled by the soil. In
particular, liquefiable layers of 6 and 10 m have been
reproduced in this test.

In order to compare the results from different tests,
normalised settlements (S/DL) are considered. This normal-
isation has been previously used to compare field cases of
liquefaction-induced foundation settlement (Yoshimi & Toki-
matsu, 1977; Liu & Dobry, 1997). Dashti et al. (2010) and
Bertalot et al. (2013) pointed out that the assumption of a
linear relationship between the induced settlement and lique-
fied soil thickness may be misleading for small B/DL ratios.
This limits the value of quantitative comparison of normal-
ised footing settlement in different tests.

Besides footing settlement, pore pressure and acceleration
are measured within the soil. In each model the pore
pressure measurements were concentrated underneath a dif-
ferent footing, providing detailed information about the
excess pore pressure generation pattern in an area with width
B from the footing axis, and depth B from the foundation
plan. A schematic layout of these tests is shown in Fig. 1.

The soil used for these models was HST95 Congleton
silica sand; this is a fine, uniformly graded sand with
rounded particle shape (Table 1). In order to achieve a
correct scaling of time in both inertial and seepage con-
trolled phenomena, a pore fluid with a viscosity 50 times
higher than that of water was required (Stewart et al., 1998).
This was achieved by using a solution of methylcellulose in
water as pore fluid, at a concentration of 2.3% of methylcel-
lulose by mass.

Soil models are contained in an equivalent shear beam
box, consisting of stacked aluminium rings separated by thin
rubber layers providing the desired flexibility (Bertalot
(2012), and shown schematically in Fig. 1). The container is
designed so that the shear stiffness of the end walls matches
that of the soil model before soil softening due to shaking-
induced excess pore pressure build-up, thereby minimising
dynamic boundary effects. Upon liquefaction the soil stiff-
ness drops significantly and this condition is no longer met;
however, such stiffness reduction also inhibits the propaga-
tion of parasitic waves generating at the model boundaries
due to the marked stiffness contrast.

The input motion chosen was that experienced at the
primary case study site during the 2010 Maule earthquake.
The initial reason is to better compare data obtained against
that from the case study site (Brennan et al., 2014). This
motion was also seen as useful due to its long duration and
large magnitude (Mw ¼ 8.8), meaning that settlements
achieved are likely to be an upper bound on those experi-
enced in lower magnitude events, while also being less
damaging than the sinusoidal shaking applied in older
centrifuge based investigations. Fig. 2 shows the target
motion record used in both time and frequency domain,

Table 1. Properies of HST95 Congleton sand

Property Measured Lauder (2010)

Gs: g/cm3 – 2.63
ªd,min: kN/m3 14.34 14.59
ªd,max: kN/m3 17.6 17.58
�crit: degrees 33 32
�peak: degrees� 46 44

� Indicates a property evaluated for soil at DR ¼ 90%.
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together with the motion recorded on the centrifuge models,
indicating a very good match between target motion and
achieved motion, as well as good repeatability.

SETTLEMENTS
The initial objective of this work was to validate the trend

observed in field data concerning the liquefaction-induced
settlement of buildings having shallow foundations. Ob-
served settlements of such buildings from the Chile earth-
quake, as well as past events in Niigata (Yoshimi &
Tokimatsu, 1977) and Luzon in the Philippines (Adachi et
al., 1992; Acacio et al., 2001), are plotted as a function of
bearing pressure in Fig. 3. The analysis of the documented
case histories of this specific phenomenon suggests that high
foundation bearing pressure may result in reduced settlement
in the case of liquefaction of the foundation soil (Bertalot et
al., 2013). However, it is seen that there are limited field
data for such heavy structures, necessitating the confirmation
of this with the centrifuge models.

Figure 3 therefore also includes the total normalised
settlements recorded during tests BD5, BD7 and BD8
plotted against the footing model bearing pressure.
The hypothesised bearing pressure dependence of the
liquefaction-induced settlement is confirmed by the experi-
mental results. Footing settlement was indeed seen to be
directly proportional to the footing’s bearing pressure for
bearing pressure up to about 100 kPa, as had been ex-
pected based on the field data. However, the heaviest
(130 kPa) footing also experiences less settlement than the
lighter ones. Data from similar experimental works from
Hausler (2002) and Dashti et al. (2010) have also been
included in Fig. 3 for comparison. In particular, Dashti et
al. tested two types of footing models characterised by
different bearing pressure (namely 76 and 120 kPa). In
line with what was observed in this study, increasing the
footing bearing pressure from 76 to 120 kPa did not result
in further footing settlement in Dashti et al.’s experiment.
Evidence from centrifuge test results implies that the trend
identified by Bertalot et al. (2013) is due to a real
physical phenomenon rather than arising by inconsistencies
and omissions in the field data set. The remainder of this
work therefore attempts to explain this trend by investigat-
ing the pore pressures beneath the footings.

EXCESS PORE PRESSURE GENERATION
The effective confining stress acting on the soil has been

observed to influence its potential for excess pore pressure
(Epp) generation. Steedman et al. (2000) performed a series
of centrifuge tests investigating the cyclic behaviour of
saturated sands under high confining stress (� 9v) by testing
deep level soil models with a uniform, freely draining
surcharge. A reduction of the measured excess pore pressure
ratio (ru) with depth (i.e. with increasing � 9v) was observed.
Similar conditions are present beneath a footing resting on a
liquefiable sand deposit. However, in this case the confining
effect exerted by the footing is localised to the soil under-
neath it, generating a more complex stress distribution.
Beside the horizontal dis-homogeneity of confining stress,
shallow foundations also generate shear stresses in the
foundation soil, significantly influencing its cyclic response.
In order to investigate the excess pore pressure generation in
such conditions, in each of the centrifuge tests performed
the soil underneath one of the footing models (test BD8–
60 kPa footing; test BD7–90 kPa footing; test BD5–130 kPa
footing) has been instrumented with an array of pore pres-
sure transducers (PPTs).

As instruments located at shallow depth underneath a
footing are displaced proportionally to footing settlement
during testing, and excess pore pressure requires reference to
a measurement location, the pore pressure readings have
been corrected for instrument displacement. The positions of
the instruments prior to and after liquefaction were carefully
measured. Correction of the excess pore pressure measure-
ment (Epp) was then carried out by subtracting the hydro-
static surplus due to the instrument being pushed deeper into
the foundation soil

Epp(t) ¼ Epp0(t)� (z� z0)[Sav(t)=Sav,final]ªw

where Epp0 represents the uncorrected measurement, z and
z0 the final and initial instrument positions, respectively
(below foundation plan), Sav(t ) and Sav,final are the settlement
at time t and the final settlement, respectively, and ªw is the
unit weight of water. It is noted that instruments did not
displace laterally during testing.

Figure 4 shows the instrument initial positions and the
excess pore pressure measurements during shaking from the
centrifuge tests. It is acknowledged that the thickness of
the liquefiable layer was different for different models.
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Although this is more likely to affect the long-term pore
pressure dissipation rather than the short-term pore pressure
generation, there may still be variation between tests, pre-
venting direct comparison of quantitative values. However,
inspecting the distribution of pore pressures during shaking
in each case is still instructive. The excess pore pressure
traces in Fig. 4 show that, for the heavier footings, the
lowest excess pore pressures are recorded not directly under-
neath the footing, but below the footing’s edge. Significant
positive excess pore pressures were initially generated be-
neath the central axis of the 130 kPa footing, while small
negative excess pore pressures were recorded below the
footing edge and at a distance of B/2 outside the footing
(Figure 4(a)). Because of the pressure gradient generated as
a consequence of the dis-homogeneous excess pore pressure,
cross-drainage occurred during cyclic loading between dif-
ferent areas of the foundation soil. All of the excess pore
pressures recorded show their maximum absolute value after
15 to 20 s from the start of earthquake shaking; during this
time interval a maximum pressure difference of approxi-
mately 55 kPa exists between PPT5 (footing axis) and PPT7
(B/2 metres outside footing). As a consequence of this
gradient, drainage occurs from the area below the centre of
the footing towards the soil below the footing edge, leading
to an equalisation of excess pore pressure in the foundation
soil (after 30 s for the 130 kPa footing in Fig. 4(a)). Similar
behaviour is observed underneath the 90 kPa footing; how-
ever, in this case the pressure gradients generated between
the axis area and the edge area are smaller. Negative excess
pore pressures were recorded only below the footing edge
(PPT6), determining a less marked post-peak drainage effect
(Figure 4(b)). For the lighter, 60 kPa footing, this effect
seems to have been suppressed and only small differences in
measured excess pore pressures are observed. In particular
no negative excess pore pressures were observed below the
footing edge, resulting in a fairly homogeneous excess pore
pressure response across the foundation soil (Figure 4(c)).

Comparing the settlement–, acceleration– and pore pressure–
time histories during shaking relative to the 130 kPa footing
and the underlying soil, four main phases can be identified
(Figure 5).

(a) Significant excess pore pressures are generated under-
neath the central axis of the footing, exceeding the
vertical effective stress in the free-field (,12 kPa at
z ¼ 0.75 m below foundation plan). On the contrary, zero
or negative excess pore pressures are generated in the
proximity of the footing edges. Footing settlement starts
as soon as excess pore pressures are generated in the
foundation soil and reaches its maximum rate during this
phase.

(b) Significant pressure gradient exists between the axis and
the edge of the footing. Cross-drainage towards the area
underneath the footing edge, and possibly dilative
behaviour in the foundation soil caused by the settling
footing, act to reduce the excess pore pressure under the
centre of the footing. During this phase the seismic
loading on the soil reduces because of excess-pore-
pressure-induced soil softening. During this phase, the
rate of footing settlement also reduces.

(c) Following cross-drainage, a more homogeneous excess
pore pressure distribution in the foundation soil has been
reached. However, a steady and relatively slow increase
in the pore pressure is observed underneath the footing. A
possible explanation for this is the vertical dissipation of
excess pore pressure from the underlying soil. It is
hypothesised that, in the short term, fluid would migrate
toward areas characterised by higher effective stresses,
which can accommodate higher pore pressure with
respect to the free field. Footing settlement rate further
reduces during this phase, reaching its final equilibrium.

(d ) This phase corresponds to the post-shaking behaviour.
The drainage toward the foundation soil observed in
phase (c) does not stop at the end of shaking, but rather a
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slight increase in its rate is observed, possibly due to the
ceasing of the cyclic dilative response associated with the
co-seismic soil behaviour. Pore pressures in the free field
seem unaffected from phase (c). Footing settlement
relative to the soil ceases with the end of shaking;
however, further vertical footing displacement occurs in
the longer term due to the dissipation of excess pore
pressure associated with the post-liquefaction reconsoli-
dation of sands (i.e. volumetric settlement).

These data therefore show that the main cause for limiting
excess pore pressure generation is associated with the soil
beneath the edge of the footing. As this is where initial
static shear stresses are at a maximum, and as static shear
stresses have previously been identified with increased cyclic
resistance under certain conditions, their potential correlation
with these results is examined further in the next section.
This mechanism has not been previously identified in similar
works (Whitman & Lambe, 1982; Liu & Dobry, 1997;
Hausler, 2002; Dashti et al., 2010) as the instrument dis-
tribution was not targeted to pick up variations in pore
pressure within the space beneath the foundations.

INFLUENCE OF INITIAL SHEAR STRESS
The effect of static shear stress on the cyclic resistance to

liquefaction has been investigated by several authors since
the late 1960s. Most of the experimental work on this topic
is based on soil element testing, in particular cyclic triaxial
testing. Lee & Seed (1967) first hypothesised that the
presence of static shear increases the soil’s cyclic resistance
to liquefaction by performing a series of cyclic triaxial tests
on anisotropically consolidated samples. Subsequently, Cas-
tro (1969, 1975) and Castro & Poulos (1977) verified that
the presence of static shear may result in a reduction of the
cyclic resistance of sand. These apparently contradictory
results were unified in a more complex framework by Vaid

& Finn (1979) and Vaid & Chern (1983, 1985), who showed
the effect of static shear to be strongly dependent on the
initial confining stress and soil density. The results of these
studies show that the initial state variables considered (static
shear, confining stress, relative density) control the cyclic
behaviour of saturated sands, and that their effects are
mutually dependent. The soil relative density in particular
will determine the mechanism of strain development, strain
softening taking place in loose and strongly contractive soils
and ‘cyclic mobility’ (or limited strain liquefaction) in
denser soils (Castro, 1975). Again, the threshold density
between these two mechanisms, other than on the soil type,
depends on the confining stress and static shear acting on
the soil.

The addition of an initial shear stress in loose contractive
materials would therefore lower its resistance to liquefaction
as it moves it closer to the failure envelope. However, if
such initial shear stress (�i) is higher than the cyclic shear
stresses (�cyc) applied, than no stress reversal takes place in
the soil, significantly increasing its cyclic resistance (Vaid &
Finn, 1979; Boulanger & Seed, 1995; Kammerer, 2002).

In order to adapt the empirical liquefaction triggering
curves used in current practice, which are based on level
ground conditions case histories, to sloping ground condi-
tions (i.e. presence of static shear), Seed (1983) first pro-
posed a correction factor KÆ dependent on the static shear.
Several sets of curves relating KÆ values to static shear
stress ratio (Æ ¼ �i/� 9v) have subsequently been published
(Seed & Harder, 1990; Harder & Boulanger, 1997).

Similarly, an independent factor (K�) is used in current
practice to account for the influence of confining stress on
the soil liquefaction resistance. Based on the collective
dependency of cyclic resistance on all initial state variables,
Vaid et al. (2001) question the use of independent factors in
order to account for confining stress and static shear. Results
of a series of cyclic triaxial tests on Fraser River sand,
presented by the authors, show that the empirical method
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currently used underestimates the cyclic resistance, the de-
gree of conservatism being more dramatic for loose soils
(Fig. 6).

Effect of initial shear stress in the centrifuge tests
Despite significant differences between the loading and

boundary conditions of an element test and those of an
element of soil in a centrifuge model (or in the field), these
findings can still be used to inform interpretation of the soil
behaviour observed in the centrifuge tests. One of the main
differences in soil behaviour is that element tests are usually
performed in fully undrained conditions, while results show
that partially drained conditions apply to centrifuge tests
(Madabhushi & Haigh, 2012; Lakeland et al., 2014). Stress
distribution in the two cases may also vary significantly. In
particular, in cyclic triaxial tests the soil is subjected to
different admissible soil deformations and the total stress is
kept constant, while in centrifuge tests it may vary during
cyclic loading.

The effect of static shear stresses on the cyclic response
of the soil depends on the ranges of state variables repre-
sented in the centrifuge tests (� 9v varying between approxi-
mately 30 and 160 kPa between foundation plan and a depth
equal to B metres below foundation plan; and DR ¼ 40%).
According to the KÆ values proposed by Seed & Harder
(1990), the presence of the footing-induced static shear
stress within these ranges of state variables should result in
a reduction of the foundation soil’s cyclic resistance (Fig. 6).
On the contrary, in the centrifuge tests performed, reduced
excess pore pressure generation was observed in soil asso-
ciated with high static shear stresses (i.e. increased cyclic
resistance). This is in accordance with the KÆ curves pro-
posed by Vaid et al. (2001) for relative density of 40% and
a similar initial confining stress. Results from Vaid et al.
(2001) may be considered more reliable as, unlike the Seed
& Harder (1990) formulation, they account for the combined
effect of confining stress and relative density.

In order to identify the initial distribution of static shear
stress present in the centrifuge model, the contours of Æ
along a longitudinal section of the model have been com-
puted based on a finite-element simulation performed using
the software Plaxis2D. The built-in elastic perfectly-plastic
Mohr–Coulomb material model was used for this purpose.

The mechanical parameters required by the model are shown
in Table 2. The computed stress distribution describes the
static case before earthquake shaking, and is shown in Fig. 7
(to the right of the axis of each footing in the figure).
During shaking the soil–structure interaction may result in a
different, time-dependent, distribution of such stresses, re-
flecting the foundation tendency to rock and translate hor-
izontally, and thus cyclically extending both laterally and
downward. Therefore, the computed stress distribution has to
be considered only indicative. The typical Æ distribution
induced by a shallow foundation consists of ‘bulbs’ of high
Æ beneath the footing edges, the extension of such bulbs
being proportional to the foundation bearing pressure.

Also plotted on Fig. 7 (to the left of the axis of each
footing in the figure) are contours of the peak excess pore
pressure before drainage, measured in the foundation soil
below the 60, 90 and 130 kPa footings, respectively. Con-
tours are obtained by interpolating between data points using
a linear interpolation scheme. Contours are plotted such that
darker colours represent lower pore pressures.

Comparison between excess pore pressures and static
shear stresses in Fig. 7 shows that the observed reduction in
the generated excess pore pressure below the footing edge
corresponds, as suggested above, with areas characterised by
high values of Æ. In particular, the minimum excess pore
pressures were recorded in portions of the foundation soil
characterised by Æ . 0.4 (Figs 7(a) and 7(b)). The heavier
footing (q ¼ 130 kPa) generates significant shear stresses in
a broad portion of the foundation soil. The ‘bulb’ of soil
characterised by a value of Æ higher than 0.4 extends to a
depth of , B (footing width) and has a maximum width of
, B/2 (Fig. 7(a)). Pore pressure measurements in correspon-
dence with this area show no generated excess pore pres-
sures. On the contrary, small negative peak excess pore
pressures have been recorded by PPT6 (footing edge) and
PPT7 (near footing), possibly due to dilation induced by the
footing settlement. Similar observations have been made for
the 90 kPa footing; in this case, only records from PPT6
(footing edge) show near-zero excess pore pressure, while
significant excess pore pressure was measured by PPT7, in
line with those recorded at the same depth in correspon-
dence with the footing axis (Fig. 4). A possible explanation
for these observations may be that the bulb of soil with
Æ . 0.4 induced by the 90 kPa footing is smaller; as a
consequence the soil near PPT7 is subjected to lower shear
stresses, resulting in lower cyclic resistance (Fig. 7(b)).

Excess pore pressures generated at a depth of 0.75 m
underneath the lighter footing analysed (q ¼ 60 kPa) show
little or no horizontal variability from the footing axis to a
distance of B/2 from the footing edge (Fig. 7(c)). In
particular, the excess pore pressure generation pattern ob-
served is similar to what is observed in the free-field case
(i.e. �i ¼ 0), suggesting a reduced influence of the footing-
induced stresses for lower bearing pressure.

In all cases the highest excess pore pressure values were
recorded beneath the footing axis, where the shear stresses
are a minimum. Despite full liquefaction (i.e. ru ¼ 100 %)
being observed in the free field in all of the models tested,
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Fig. 6. KÆ plotted against Æ for Fraser River sand at different
density states and �9v of 100 kPa (Vaid et al., 2001)

Table 2. Plaxis 2D linear-elastic perfectly-plastic Mohr–Coulomb
model parameters (HST95 Congleton sand at DR 40%)

E: MPa 25
ı 0.3
ªd: kN/m3 15.49
�crit: degrees 33
ł: degrees� 1

� Measured at DR ¼ 40%.
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all the PPTs positioned in the soil below or in the proximity
of the footings recorded peak excess pore pressure ratios
(ru,max ¼ Eppmax/� 9v) significantly lower than 100%. This is
plotted in Fig. 8, which shows the ru,max recorded beneath the
footings against the estimated initial shear stress ratio at
the measurement location. Also in Fig. 8, the results from
the centrifuge tests are compared to those from cyclic shear
tests performed by Kammerer (2002) and Boulanger et al.
(1991) for different values of Æ. For higher Æ, all three sets
of data show a decrease of the recorded excess pore pressure
ratio for increasing initial static shear stress ratio. However, a
substantial difference exists between centrifuge and cyclic
shear data for low values of initial static shear stress ratio,
which is ascribed to the different boundary conditions.
Theoretically, applying horizontal fixity and no-flow bound-
ary conditions to the soil column below the footing, if
liquefaction is triggered the entire weight of the footing
would be transferred to the pore fluid, reaching a state of full
liquefaction. These idealised boundary conditions are unre-
presentative of reality where significant cross-drainage occurs
during shaking, resulting in peak ru values lower than unity.

A threshold value of Æ exists, above which excess pore
pressure generation is impeded. Such a threshold value is not
unique but depends, other than soil type, on relative density and
confining stress. For the range of confining stress and relative
density considered in the models tested, Æ values higher than
,0.4 showed zero or negative excess pore pressure generation.
Results from a series of cyclic bi-directional simple shear tests
performed by Kammerer (2002) on Monterey #0/30 sand show
a similar threshold value (Fig. 8).

These observations suggest that, in all of the analysed
cases, the foundation soil underwent excess pore pressure-
induced softening without reaching a condition of full
liquefaction (i.e. ru ¼ 100%). Moreover, in the presence of
significant static shear stress, areas of non-softened soil may
initially exist below the edges of the footing during earth-
quake shaking, even in the case where the motion is strong
enough to trigger liquefaction in the free field.

Effect of shear stress reversal
As mentioned above, many authors have stressed the

influence of shear stress reversal on cyclic excess pore

pressure generation (Vaid & Finn, 1979; Boulanger & Seed,
1995; Kammerer, 2002). Shear stress reversal occurs when
the oscillating earthquake-induced shear stress (�cyc) exceeds
the static shear stress (�i), crossing a state of zero shear and
thus reversing direction. However, the magnitude of �i and
�cyc is not sufficient information to evaluate the degree of
stress reversal, as the direction of such stresses has to be
taken into consideration as well. Kammerer (2002) points
out that, in the case of sloping ground, �i will be oriented
parallel to the dip direction of the slope, while the direction
of �cyc is variable depending on the ground motion. In this
scenario, the potential for stress reversal is higher when the
principal direction of seismic loading is parallel to the dip
direction of a slope. However, the author observes that
significant excess pore pressures are generated in the soil
even when the direction of loading is parallel to the strike
direction of the slope. This is ascribed to the correspondent
complementary shear stresses acting perpendicularly to the
loading direction. Unlike those generated in slopes, the
direction of the maximum shear stresses induced by a
footing in the foundation soil changes with depth. This
increases the complexity in the evaluation of the effect of
shear stress reversal on the excess pore pressure generation
below shallow foundations.

Figure 9 compares the estimated stress paths in two soil
elements located at the same depth below the foundation
plan (z ¼ 0.75 m), the first corresponding to the central axis
of the 130 kPa footing (PPT5) and the second beneath the
footing edge (PPT6). Since no stress measurement is avail-
able at the selected locations, the proposed stress paths
represent an estimate based on the following assumptions.

(a) The initial static shear stress (from static finite-element
simulation) is assumed to be maintained during the entire
earthquake.

(b) Total vertical stress variations in the soil during earth-
quake shaking (˜�v) are accounted for based on the
measured vertical footing accelerations. A vertical
‘piston-like’ footing movement is assumed and total
vertical stress variations in the soil calculated according
to Newton’s law and Boussinesq theory.

(c) The static (�i) and cyclic (�cyc) shear stresses are assumed
to act on the same plane (condition yielding maximum
expected amount of shear stress reversal).

The proposed linear failure envelope (Fig. 9) corresponds to
a friction angle of ,328 (Lauder, 2010), yielding a critical Æ
value of 0.61. Under these premises, the stresses in a soil
element at the selected locations can be estimated according to

˜� v(t) ¼ Bq ˜q(t) ¼ Bq

[M f av(t)]

Af

� 9v(t) ¼ � 9v,0(t)þ ˜� v(t)� Epp

�cyc(t) ¼ ah(t) rd [� 9v(t)þ Epp(t)]

�(t) ¼ �i þ �cyc(t)

where Bq represents the ratio ˜�v /˜q evaluated at the
selected locations according to Boussinesq theory, ˜q is the
variation in footing bearing pressure due to the footing
vertical acceleration, av. ah is the horizontal acceleration
measured in the ground at 0.75 m below the foundation
plane and rd is a stress reduction factor evaluated according
to the formulation of Idriss & Boulanger (2004).

According to the computed stress paths, no stress reversal
occurs below the footing edge, whereas beneath the footing axis
shear stress reverses direction in most of the loading cycles. It is
also worthwhile to notice that the magnitude of the cyclic shear
stress imposed to the foundation soil depends on the acting
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vertical effective stress; therefore it is higher below the centre
of the footing where � 9v is maximum.

High �i brings the soil’s stress state closer to failure, but
at the same time reduces its potential for softening as a
consequence of excess pore pressure generation. The stress
path corresponding to PPT6, despite starting closer to the
failure envelope than PPT5, shows no initial softening as
excess pore pressure generation is impeded. Instead a slight
hardening behaviour is initially observed, possibly due to
dilation occurring in the soil and consequent development of
negative excess pore pressure, increasing the � 9v: However,
significant softening occurs following cross-drainage, bring-
ing the soil state closer to failure (Fig. 9). On the contrary,
PPT5 shows significant softening taking place from the first
cycles, reducing the acting � 9v of about 35%. Cross-drainage
in this case takes place from the footing axis toward the
areas below the edge of the footing, resulting in a reduction
in excess pore pressure and hence in a regain of � 9v (Fig. 8).

CONCLUSIONS
Excess pore pressure measurements from a series of three

centrifuge tests showed that, in the presence of a footing
resting directly on liquefiable soil, limited or no softening
occurred in the soil below the footing edge during earth-
quake shaking. In particular, these observations were seen to
be valid for footings exerting a relatively high bearing
pressure (i.e. . ,100 kPa) on the soil. Areas of the founda-
tion soil which experienced least pore pressure increase were
seen to correspond with those where the footing-induced
initial shear stresses �i are a maximum. Partially drained
loading conditions were observed in all of the centrifuge
tests performed, with significant drainage taking place during
shaking to equalise the initial inhomogeneous excess pore
pressure generation. The comparison of the approximate
stress paths between soil beneath the footing’s central axis

and below the footing edge suggests that the absence of
shear stress reversal when initial shear stress is greater than
cyclic shear stress (verified if �i . �cyc) may provide an
explanation to the limited excess pore pressure generation
observed below the edges of the footing.

These results clarify the hypothesis derived previously
from case study data that, although increasing the bearing
pressure of shallow foundations on liquefiable soil causes an
increase in likely settlement, this is only true up to a certain
stress level (here ,100 kPa), above which settlements may
no longer increase and may even reduce. It appears from the
testing performed that this is attributable to the initial shear
stresses in the soil inhibiting pore pressure generation,
apparently through a lack of shear stress reversal. Moreover,
the soil tendency to dilate at high stress ratio may also
contribute to inhibiting pore pressure generation.

The generality of the observed behaviour would be further
tested by consideration of very wide footings, where the
areas of high initial shear stress are proportionally less than
the more uniformly loaded soil beneath the footing, and also
by consideration of a wider range of input motions to
investigate the relationship between �i and �cyc, and whether
this affects the bearing pressure at which peak settlement
occurs.

NOTATION
ah horizontal acceleration measured in ground at 0.75 m

below foundation plane
amax peak ground acceleration (g)

av footing vertical acceleration
B building width (m)

Bq ratio ˜�v /˜q evaluated at selected locations according to
Boussinesq theory

DL liquefied soil thickness (m)
DR relative density (%)
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E Young’s modulus (MPa)
Epp excess pore pressure (kPa)

Eppmax peak excess pore pressure before cross-drainage (kPa)
Epp0 uncorrected excess pore pressure (kPa)

KÆ static shear correction factor
K� overburden correction factor

q foundation bearing pressure (kPa)
rd stress reduction factor evaluated according to formulation

of Idriss & Boulanger (2004)
ru excess pore pressure ratio, Epp/� 9v (%)

ru,max peak excess pore pressure ratio before cross-drainage,
Eppmax/� 9v,0 (%)

Sav average liquefaction induced settlement (m)
Sav(t ) settlement at time t

Sav,final final settlement
� Poisson ratio
z depth from foundation plane (m)

z0 initial instrument depth (m)
Æ static shear stress ratio (or normalised initial shear stress),

�i/� 9v,0

ªd dry unit weight (kN/m3)
ªw unit weight of water
˜q variation in footing bearing pressure due to footing vertical

acceleration, av

� 9v vertical effective stress (kPa)
� 9v,0 initial vertical effective stress (kPa)
�cyc cyclic shear stress (kPa)
�i initial (or static) shear stress (kPa)
�xz shear stress acting on the x–z plane (�i + �cyc) (kPa)

�crit friction angle at critical state (degrees)
�P peak friction angle (degrees)
�R residual friction angle (degrees)
ł dilation angle (degrees)
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